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Major Benefits of Attending
By end of this course, delegates will be able to:
OBTAIN illustrations of important clauses
IDENTIFY the major risks and how they are dealt with
LEARN how the PPA relates to other project agreements
UNDERSTAND the key components of power purchase agreements
ACQUIRE about solar farms, wind farms, co-generation, tri-generation
ADDRESS specific challenges and opportunities pertinent to your business
COMPREHEND how agreements differ depending on the plant type, fuel and market
BOOST practical knowledge through actual case studies taken from real-life scenarios
BRODEN knowledge of power purchase agreements on a global scale to evaluate opportunities

Why you Should Attend?

Who Should Attend?

A Power Purchase Agreement not only minimizes the
risk and protects you against an increased vitality
cost in the future but also similarly permits additional
sustainable power source supply. Acing each
phase of the procedure includes sustaining your
understanding of the whole practice while dealing
with the process of implementing the agreement. The
present day demands a more inventive inducement
to assure a better access, improved implementation,
and a more adaptive blend of fuel sources.

This course is designed for all levels, equipping all of
them with the skills to better evaluate the programs
and communicate in a common language. Therefore,
the course is useful for:

The 2 day workshop in Power Purchase Agreements
is designed for attendees to experience a world class
insight of mastering the key topics, models, and lessons
learned for changing and reinforcing today’s power
part. This course is aiming those who are seeking
to add significant value through the negotiation of
power purchase agreement.

3 Business & Accounting Analysts

Organized by:

WE SOLVE YOUR PUZZLE

3 Legal Advisors
3 Project Financiers
3 Lawyers and Counsels
3 Trade finance Managers
3 Sales & trading managers
3 Business development managers
3 Commercial negotiator for power stations
3 Commercial negotiators for utilities and major
customers

